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Abstract: Based on the symmetry principle, we provide a unified view on a class of orbital-active honeycomb materials. They possess a pair of degenerate orbitals on each site forming the 2D (E-) representation of the D3, or, C3v point group symmetry. We found the same principle applies to a variety of
solid state systems including the px and py orbitals of bismuthene, stanene, the exciton-polariton lattice,
and the dx2-y2 and dr2-3z2-orbitals in transition-metal oxide layers, and also the ultra-cold atom optical
lattices. I will explain that the recent focus of the twisted bilayer graphene is a particular example to
manifest this symmetry. Such a unified view brings a variety of interesting properties, including the
strong correlation physics of Wigner crystallization and ferromagnetism inside flat bands, interaction
induced spontaneous quantum anomalous Hall states, and the orbital-assisted f-wave superconductivity. We also propose a new mechanism to boost the topological gap to the full scale of atomic spin-orbit
coupling, which can reach the order of 1eV and has been recently realized in bismuthene on the
substrate of SiC. In the Mott-insulating states, the orbital exchange is heavily frustrated as described by
a novel quantum 120°-model -- a cousin of the Kitaev model, whose classic ground state problem maps
to the fully packed loop model in the honeycomb lattice. The “order from disorder” study is performed
to analyze its quantum ground state ordering.
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